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1 UrbanTalk 
I created and developed a 
concept and design for an 8 
page magazine feature that 
incorporates an overarching 
template design, layout design, 
image editing, style guides 
and page layout incorporating 
several brutalist style editorial 
components. I chose to 
illustrate and describe the urban 
problem of homelessness and 
the ineffectiveness and even 
detrimental effect of agricultural 
movements such as urban 
farming. Using gritty images 
and screened effects, as well as 
a simple red, white, and blue 
color palette i executed this 
design. 

2 International 
Relations Journal
I created San Francisco 
State Universities College of 
International Relations published 
journal of graduate student 
research. Tasked with creating 
a template which can be used 
for years to come, I worked 
to create a clean and concise 
journal design, focusing on 
ease of reading and usability for 
future issues. I also developed 
the cover design and color 
scheme for the college.

3 Surveillance  
Self-Defense
This is my capstone project 
during my undergraduate at 
San Francisco State University. 
I set out to create a useable 

continue my fine arts career at 
Sonoma State, but soon found 
myself working full time doing 
farm labor in the mornings 
and graphic and branding after 
lunch. Working early mornings 
and long weeks, I was also 
employed to do a series of long 
term design projects for the 
farm, revamping their website, 
redesigning their logos, and 
creating print work for their 
various fundraisers and events.

6 Frankenstein Redesign 
Assigned the task of redesigning 
Mary Schellys “Frankenstein” 
I sought to address the ideas 
of over work and isolation, 
and what these two conditions 
do to the individual. Through 
the exploration of these two 
concepts, I created a visual 
narrative of real people at work 
describing what they do and 
what they think when they 
are overworked. By comparing 
these handwritten quotes and 
the faces of these individuals, 
I was able to find correlations 
between the feelings and 
thoughts of the characters and 
those of real people. 

7 Manifesto Poster 
Using a supplied grid and 
text, I designed a layout 
to communicate the mood 
and message of 5 extremely 
different design manifestos. 
Using elements of design and 
a simplified style inspired by 
Keith Harings illustrations, I 

product for a non profit called 
Surveilliance Survival Guide. 
The goal of this product was 
to facilitate the education 
and spread of information 
regarding email encryption and 
online security. Using a series 
of pamphlets and booklets, I 
created worksheets, interactive 
elements, and tools for users 
to help their friends and 
families ease into the world of 
cyber security and encryption 
technology. All together, I 
created a branding package for 
the company, supplying users 
with the booklets, open source 
software, and several posters to 
help educate about the product.

4 Opera: La Finta 
Gardidinera
Working with the Theatre 
and Dance department at 
San Francisco State University 
I worked witha team and 
personally developed the 
final stylistic approach and 
design of the poster for the 
2018 production of La Finta 
Gardidinera.

5 Tara Firma  
Farms Branding
While attending college at 
Sonoma State University, I was 
left without housing with very 
little notice. Instead of sleeping 
on a friends couch, I turned to 
craigslist and found a job as a 
ranch hand at a local farm. I 
moved into a double wide trailer 
and set up my workstation to 

was able to create a poster 
which encapsulated not just the 
message of one of the design 
solutions prescribed, but the 
idea that all of these manifestos 
operated as a single world 
view, representing design as a 
solution to problems. 

8 ARUP Booklet
Assigned a project to do in 
depth research on a local 
architecture firm, I chose to 
research and develop ideas 
on ARUP and the concept of 
“Total Design”. Provided with 
my presentation on the creator, 
Ove Arup, and the business 
operations of today’s ARUP, 
this booklet was modeled 
to be an internal quarterly 
review booklet, describing the 
operations and innovations that 
ARUP had completed in 2016.

9 Poster a Day
Taking a que from some of my 
favorite designers, I undertook a 
challenge of time management 
and creativity, creating a 
different poster everyday for 50 
days while I traveled back and 
forth between Boise Idaho, L,A 
California, and San Francisco. 
Instead of journaling, I took to 
writing small quotes or ideas 
in my head on sticky notes and 
then attaching them to my wall. 
My current bedroom has 142 
(I just counted) sticky notes 
surrounding my workstation 
and my drawing desk. For these 
posters, I took one sticky note 
and then illustrated a 11x17 

poster using my illustration and 
typesetting skills. Here are a few 
of them.

10 Freelance Work 
A selection of my freelance 
work done in my twenties. This 
work ranges from poster and 
illustration design to innovative 
and client tailored logo design.

11 DESIGN LOUNGE 2 
Towards the end of the school 
semester, our gallery space was 
left empty. A lull in the exhibit 
season left the student body 
with an opportunity to use 
the space for our own devices.
DESIGN LOUNGE II was born. 
Assigned the task of designing 
and implementing a design 
exhibit, the Risograph was 
chosen as the medium in which 
to share, collaborate, explore, 
and express ourselves. Using 
collage, printed media, button 
making, and the red and blue 
soy based riso drums (the only 
colors we had) I have selected 
various works that I have 
created. Implementing an end 
of the year impromptu show, 
the design department of San 
Francisco State University came 
together to create.
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Urban Talk Magazine 
Editorial Design

Project Brief
I created and developed a concept and design for an 8 page 
magazine feature that incorporates an overarching template 
design, layout design, image editing, style guides and page layout 
incorporating several brutalist style editorial components. I chose 
to illustrate and describe the urban problem of homelessness and 
the ineffectiveness and even detrimental effect of agricultural 
movements such as urban farming. Using gritty images and 
screened effects, as well as a simple red, white, and blue color 
palette i executed this design.



Illustrating an article about 
the grittiness and unfairness 
of urban centers, I chose 
to use a Brutalist aesthetic, 
with large bold headlines 
and accompanying half-
tone screened photos to 
illustrate the downtrodden and 
disenfranchised nature of the 
photo subjects.

Concept
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Surveillance Self-Defense
Editorial and Product Design

Project Brief
This project explores an issue that affect everyone of us. Digital 
Surveillance. I redesigned the branding for a digital rights non 
profit called the Electronic Frontier Foundation and developed 
a new product, a “Surveillance Self Defense Guide”, containing 
informational booklets, posters, and packaged software which 
help facilitate discussion between individuals about digital 
communication.



An informational booklet 
discussing the reasons for Cyber 
Security, a large coffee table 
book for the user to keep, and 
a smaller risoprinted booklet for 
the person they are trying to 
educate.

With this are two posters, 
with instructional information 
and directions, allowing the 
user to sit down with a peer 
and help them through the 
software installation process 
complimented by the imagery 
on the poster.

Through these physical objects, 
I will enable the user to share 
their knowledge of digital 
security by facilitating this real 
life connectivity.    

Vehicle









Conceptually, I wanted to 
create a product which would 
facilitate discussion between 
two individuals.

By creating a booklet in which 
worksheets could be filled out 
and shared to compliment the 
imagery and content I created 
a vehicle that could accomplish 
this task.

The stylistic approach I took 
with this project included 
creating an “anti-google” image 
treatment. By using a Dither 
Diffusion pattern incorporated 
with transparent paper I 
created a visual commentary 
on the nature of transparency 
and our government, using 
this lo resolution treatment to 
relate to satellite imagery and 
surveilliance CCTV cameras.

Concept









To stylistically relate the poster 
and booklet together, I chose 
to create a reflective backing to 
repeat the title of the booklet.

By using a reflective backing 
complimented by the words 
“You Are Here”, I created 
an artistic piece for the user. 
Viewing the poster, the user 
sees a distorted view of 
themselves, with the reverse of 
the poster including direction 
for email encryption software 
and case study examples of NSA 
sites which house and analyze 
said users data.

Concept





My Solution?
Education, peer to peer education. By getting users already 
knowledgeable about the subject to educate their peers, my 
product will facilitate this education on the use of PGP email 
encryption with interactive sections, handouts, and discussion 
material.

The tool that is explained in this guide is PGP Encryption. PGP is 
an email encryption standard used around the world. It works by 
creating a pair of encryption keys for a user. A Public, and Private 
key and then sharing these keys to encode messages. Because 
of this key exchange feature, this peer to peer interaction im 
presenting is perfect as users need to be taught to use this tool.





Production
Here are some production shots of the creation of the booklet. 
I created 80 booklets for distribution during my final exam 
presentation, using a 1980s risograph I printed, saddle stitched, 
and distributed the booklets.

Cyber security is a process, not a tool you buy. Through thoughtful 
planning you can assess what is necessary for your own personal 
security. With tools like the Surveillance Self Defense Kit, 
individuals can better educate their family and friends and help 
them to protect themselves from online threats
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IR Journal
Print and Digital Design
Project Brief

Editorial Journal Design
International Relations Journal: Volume 37 (2018)
San Francisco State University

Every year in the Spring the International Relations department 
at San Francisco State University publishes an online journal with 
the best papers selected from their graduate and undergraduate 
students. The International Relations Journal needed a new design 
to increase legibility, consistency, and digital accessibility.



Illustrating an article about 
the grittiness and unfairness 
of urban centers, I chose 
to use a Brutalist aesthetic, 
with large bold headlines 
and accompanying half-
tone screened photos to 
illustrate the downtrodden and 
disenfranchised nature of the 
photo subjects.

Concept
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Opera La Finta Giardiniera
Print and Digital Design
Project Brief

Poster and branding collateral for La Finta Giardiniera (Pretend 
Garden Lady) by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart for the Fall 2018 
Dance and Theater production. The poster and complimentary 
imagery will explore the setting of the play (1980s) and utilize the 
fashion and graphic design style of the contemporary style period 
chosen by the plays producer.



After several meetings with the 
clients, we found some common 
talking points of these meetings 
and developed themes and 
imagery based on them.

From this we organized several 
theme variations based around 
the 1980s, colorful imagery, and 
an illustrative half tone image 
treatment to get the look the 
client was looking for.

After establishing a stylistic 
approach, I created around 40 
variations and approachs for 
review by the client to reach the 
final product. Here are a few of 
them.

Concept
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Tara Firma Farms
Print and Brand Design
Project Brief

While attending college at Sonoma State University, I was left 
without housing with very little notice. Instead of sleeping on a 
friends couch, I turned to craigslist and found a job as a ranch 
hand at a local farm. I moved into a double wide trailer and set up 
my workstation to continue my fine arts career at Sonoma State, 
but soon found myself working full time doing farm labor in the 
mornings and graphic and branding after lunch. Working early 
mornings and long weeks, I was also employed to do a series of 
long term design projects for the farm, revamping their website, 
redesigning their logos, and creating print work for their various 
fundraisers and events.



Logo Design

Working at Tara Firma Farms 
in Petaluma, California I was 
employed under a total of 3 
different bosses. The farms 
ownership changed hands three 
times while I was employed, and 
each time the owner chose to 
retain this logo design.

Created using a simple hand 
script font and small laurel 
leave, this simplistic and 
minimal graphic has been used 
on Tara Firma Farms branding 
merchandise and is displayed 
on the freezer bags for food 
deliveries.





Business Cards

When the current owner of the 
farm took over he found himself 
in a new community, moving 
from Oakland to Petaluma. The 
dynamics and demographic of 
his new community changed 
immensely, and coming from 
a construction background, 
he realized the importance to 
start networking within the 
community.

I made these series of business 
cards under a one hour 
deadline, printing them on card 
stock and cutting them out for 
my employer to hand out at a 
local fund raising event he was 
running off too. 

He gave all of them away in one 
night.





Christmas Graphic

Throughout two years living 
and working at the farm, I was 
employed to make countless 
graphics for different holiday 
events. The business model 
operated by delivering frozen 
non GMO meats and perishables 
to our customers and we would 
deliver monthly newsletters 
letting them know about new 
stock and deals.

These graphics were used in 
these newsletters.

Illustrations
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Project Brief
Assigned the task of redesigning Mary Schellys “Frankenstein” I 
sought to address the ideas of over work and isolation, and what 
these two conditions do to the individual. Through the exploration 
of these two concepts, I created a visual narrative of real people at 
work describing what they do and what they think when they are 
overworked. By comparing these handwritten quotes and the faces 
of these individuals, I was able to find correlations between the 
feelings and thoughts of the characters and those of real people. 

Frankenstein Redesign
Book Design



Taking a note from Dr. 
Frankenstein and his obsession 
about work and what it could 
do for him, I sought out workers 
in everyday life, including 
my place of employment at 
Tara Firma Farms. I would 
have each individual read an 
assigned chapter, between 
5 and 15 pages, and then 
photograph them in their place 
of employment. I would then 
ask them to write down on any 
available paper what they think 
about at work.

By juxtaposing the portrait 
subject with their thoughts 
at work and another photo 
of them working, I hoped to 
illustrate what laid in store 
for Dr. Frankenstein and his 
loved ones because of his own 
devious work. 

Concepts



Here is the basic layout of the 
chapter, with each chapter 
beginning with the portrait 
subject at work, followed by a 
meaningful quote from the text 
at the end of each chapter. This 
would then lead into the next 
subject and his quote on the 
back of his or her portrait.

Chapters
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Manifesto Poster
Poster Design

Project Brief
Using a supplied grid and text, I designed a layout to communicate 
the mood and message of 5 extremely different design manifestos. 
Using elements of design and a simplified style inspired by 
Keith Harings illustrations, I was able to create a poster which 
encapsulated not just the message of one of the design solutions 
prescribed, but the idea that all of these manifestos operated as a 
single world view, representing design as a solution to problems. 



I wanted to illustrate the 
assigned design manifestos 
in a less serious light. I took 
note from pop art icons such 
as Keith Haring and Andy 
Warhol to create a poster which 
incorporated shapes and simple 
colors to communicate the 
importance of these manifestos. 

Research



I start most projects by drawing 
out boxes and quickly filling 
them in with layout sketches 
and color choices. From the 
get go, I knew which colors 
I wanted to employ and was 
very persistent in using skewed 
lettering and arrows to convey 
reading direction to the viewer. 

Sketches



After sketching, I move into 
InDesign and Illustrator to 
digitally mockup these layouts 
and provide a more refined look 
to the sketches.

I made many, as you can see, 
and eventually settled on a 
layout and continued to refine 
the art and color choices.

Concept 
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ARUP 
Editorial Design

Project Brief
Assigned a project to do in depth research on a local architecture 
firm, I chose to research and develop ideas on ARUP and the 
concept of “Total Design”. Provided with my presentation on the 
creator, Ove Arup, and the business operations of today’s ARUP, 
this booklet was modeled to be an internal quarterly review 
booklet, describing the operations and innovations that ARUP had 
completed in 2016.



I designed this informational 
booklet with James Watts to 
accompany a presentation and 
speech about the architecture 
firm ARUP. I wanted it to look 
like an internal brief or financial 
review and treated the audience 
as employees of ARUP.

Concept
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Poster A Day
Poster and Website Design

Project Brief
Taking a que from some of my favorite designers, I undertook a 
challenge of time management and creativity, creating a different 
poster everyday for 50 days while I traveled back and forth 
between Boise Idaho, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. Instead 
of journaling, I took to writing small quotes or ideas in my head 
on sticky notes and then attaching them to my wall. My current 
bedroom has 142 (I just counted) sticky notes surrounding my 
workstation and my drawing desk. For these posters, I took one 
sticky note and then illustrated a 11x17 poster using my illustration 
and typesetting skills. Here are a few of them.



I wanted to create a way for 
anyone wanting to view my 
poster to interact with the work. 
The simplest way to do this was 
to have the user drag it around 
and for the work to stack ontop 
of eachother. I use layering in  
my work a lot so I wanted the 
interaction to match this theme.

The user is presented with this 
blank screen and after a few 
seconds, if no click happens, the 
work will start appearing on its 
own.

A simple prompt updated every 
day saying:

“I am on poster # X”

and then prompt the user to 
click and organize.

Concept



As the user clicks, the work 
shows up at random on the 
screen. If moused over, the 
work changes the users cursor 
to a cross, indicating that the 
image can be dragged around 
the screen. Once “grabbed” the 
image will become opaque and 
move to the top most Z-level, 
stacking above  all the other 
work on the screen. 

I spent a long time trying to 
write my own functions to track 
z levels and then realized Jquery 
does it natively. Always read 
documentation!



And here, all 50 posters are 
now on screen, creating a lot 
of clutter, but an original and 
visually appealing image for the 
user. I wanted to make each 
viewing different and unique 
for the user, and give them the 
ability to interact with the chaos 
of the appearing images. 



// Script to shuffle images in an array
// required JQUERY and UICLICK to work

// make DOM ready to be manipulated.

 $(document).ready(function() {
     console.log(‘ready’);
});

// Making all images with .img class draggable and will make them 
opaque on Drag.
$( function () {
    $( “.img” ).draggable( {
     stack: “.stack”, // current selected dragged image given max z-index
     opacity: 0.5  // opacity set to 1/2 while dragging to aid user, 
removed when 
 });       // drag is over
});

// Durstenfeld shuffle javascript optimization 
// https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_
modern_algorithm

function shuffle(array) {
 for (var i = array.length - 1; i > 0; i--) {
         var j = Math.floor(Math.random() * (i + 1));
         var temp = array[i];
         array[i] = array[j];
         array[j] = temp;
    }
    return array;
}

// MAIN FUNCTION here 
$(function() {

 $(“.clickme”).bind(“click”, function() { 
// When the user CLICKS inside of the .clickme div creates a new function 
with the argument “click”.
         
  // Will run another nested function
  var $all = $(“.img”);
  // which declares variable array ‘all’ including every image 
with the class .img
  // write rest to above shuffle function and finds a random 
photo in array
  // and then feed into “toDisplay” VARIABLE

  $(shuffle($all).slice(0,1)).addClass(“selected”); 
  //shuffles array, picks first iteration between 0 and 1 indices 
(next photo in the array) and adds “selected” class

  var toDisplay = document.querySelector(“.selected”); 
// makes variable called toDisplay that will find the .selected class image 
just created  

  // error catcher for when images run out
  if (toDisplay == null) {
   return “no more images!”;
   } else {
   toDisplay.style.display = “block”;
   }
   
  //adds a new variable called randomXY with the all elements in 
class “.selected”
  var randomXY = document.getElementsByClassName(“selected”);
  
 // Random position code stolen form GITHUB 
 function position() {  
    for (var i = 0; i < randomXY.length; i++ ) {
   // http://stackoverflow.com/questions/4796743/random-position-of-
divs-in-javascript
 // defining x and y with a random position dependent on document 
width and height
      var posx = (Math.random() * ($(document).width())).toFixed();
      var posy = (Math.random() * ($(document).height())).toFixed();
 // converts these numbers into a string so we can then add it to new css 
class below
 //creates new temporary css class dependent on variable in array and 
adds it to main.css
      $(randomXY[i]).css({
         ‘position’:’absolute’,
         ‘left’:posx+’px’,
         ‘top’:posy+’px’,
      })
   } 

// this will remove the “selected” class so the script can move on and find 
another image to 
// place on the page. sometimes script will work without this I don’t know 
why
 position();
   
   var $all = $(“.selected”).addClass(“stack”); // add z-index order 
class
   var $all = $(“.selected”).removeClass(“img”);
   var $all = $(“.selected”).removeClass(“selected”);

    });
});

Here is the 
javascript that 
makes it work, 
I made all my 
comments into 
red bold text.

See it in action at:

https://
dominicdecarlo
.com/posteraday
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Project Brief
A selection of my freelance work done in my twenties. This work 
ranges from poster and illustration design to innovative and client 
tailored logo design.

Freelance
Logo and Poster Design



Strategic Green Consulting is an 
Los Angeles based consulting 
company started by my friend 
and former roommate James 
Owens. Wanting to create a 
logo which used green and 
blue, as well as imagery relating 
to the infinity sign, I created 
this modern and minimalist logo 
which was aimed at targeting 
environmental agency and 
clients which were involved 
in the Los Angeles county 
environmental clean up efforts.

Strategic Green 
Consulting





ITSMO is a marijuana 
extract company, creating 
oil extract based portable 
vaporizer capsules to be used 
interchangeably with any 
vaporizer. Taking the company 
name from the childhood nick 
name of the client, I created a 
number of logo designs using 
imagery of an extract drip as 
well as a leaf to compliment the 
products purpose and design.

ITSMO





Comfort is my good friends 
band based in San Francisco. 
I was asked to make a series 
of poster templates for him to 
use and cheaply print in black 
and white for various gigs and 
venuses he was going to play. 
Lacking a logo or any kind of 
branding, I focused on making 
a series dedicated to the text 
manipulation of the bands 
name, “Comfort”.

Comfort
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RISOS : DESIGN 
LOUNGE 2

Project Brief
Towards the end of the school semester, our gallery space was 
left empty. A lull in the exhibit season left the student body 
with an opportunity to use the space for our own devices. 
DESIGN LOUNGE II was born. Assigned the task of designing 
and implementing a design exhibit, the Risograph was chosen as 
the medium in which to share, collaborate, explore, and express 
ourselves. Using collage, printed media, button making, and the 
red and blue soy based riso drums (the only colors we had) I have 
selected various works that I have created. Implementing an end of 
the year impromptu show, the design department of San Francisco 
State University came together to create.



With these risographs, I would 
create a “blue” and “red” 
vector in Adobe Illustrator. 
Because our Risograph lacked 
a digital input, I would print 
out each color as a black inkjet 
print, and then physically scan 
the print into the Risograph, 
creating some distortion and 
abnormal effects which became 
synonymous with the style of 
the Risograph.









This Risograph was later 
adapted into a project poster to 
illustrate a bible verse.
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